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Joint Discriminative Learning of Deep Dynamic
Textures for 3D Mask Face Anti-spoofing

Rui Shao, Xiangyuan Lan, and Pong C. Yuen, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—3D mask spoofing attacks have been one of the main
challenges in face recognition. Compared to a 3D mask, a real
face displays different facial motion patterns that are reflected
by different facial dynamic textures. However, a large portion of
these facial motion differences are subtle. We find that the subtle
facial motion can be fully captured by multiple deep dynamic
textures from a convolutional layer of a convolutional neural
network, but not all deep dynamic textures from different spatial
regions and different channels of a convolutional layer are useful
for differentiation of subtle motions between real faces and 3D
masks. In this paper, we propose a novel feature learning model to
learn discriminative deep dynamic textures for 3D mask face anti-
spoofing. A novel joint discriminative learning strategy is further
incorporated in the learning model to jointly learn the spatial-
and channel-discriminability of the deep dynamic textures. The
proposed joint discriminative learning strategy can be used to
adaptively weight the discriminability of the learned feature
from different spatial regions or channels, which ensures that
more discriminative deep dynamic textures play more important
roles in face/mask classification. Experiments on several publicly
available datasets validate that the proposed method achieves
promising results in intra- and cross-dataset scenarios.

Index Terms—3D mask face anti-spoofing, deep dynamic
textures, spatial- and channel-discriminability

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, various visual applications have been re-
alized [30], [34], [29], [33], [31], [32], [55], [56], [35].
Specifically, face recognition has been successfully used in
a variety of applications, such as automated teller machines
(ATMs)1, mobile phones2 and entrance guard systems3. Along
with this trend, spoofing attacks have become an increasingly
critical concern in the face recognition community [19], [17],
[16], [40]. In recent years, methods based on hand-crafted
features [39], [12] or deep features of convolutional neural
networks (CNN) [53], [52], [42], [38] have been proposed to
solve traditional spoofing attacks based on photos or videos,
and promising results have been obtained. However, the rapid
development of 3D reconstruction with 3D printing techniques
has led to many kinds of affordable [15] and hyper-real
masks [37], and has made 3D mask attacks a new challenge
in face anti-spoofing.

Despite the success of face anti-spoofing methods for photo
and video attacks, due to similarities in the appearances and
geometric properties between 3D masks and live faces, most

1http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/asia/china/11643314/China-
unveils-worlds-first-facial-recognition-ATM.html

2https://nakedsecurity.sophos.com/2017/04/03/facial-recognition-on-
samsungs-new-phone-has-already-been-cracked/

3https://learningenglish.voanews.com/a/us-face-scanning-program-concens-
privacy-groups/3950622.html
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Fig. 1: Comparison of the internal facial motions across frames
between a real face and a 3D mask. Most regions of a real face, such
as the eyes, mouth, and cheek regions, have richer facial motions than
a 3D mask, which leads to differences in facial dynamic patterns.

existing face anti-spoofing methods are not able to deal with
3D mask attacks. The texture-based method is one of the most
widely used 3D mask anti-spoofing methods. By concatenation
of different local binary patterns (LBP) descriptors, Multi-
Scale LBP can effectively capture texture differences between
genuine faces and 3D masks and achieves promising results
on 3DMAD dataset with different classifiers [15]. However,
when facing hyper-real masks4 with imperceptible differences
in appearance from genuine faces, the Multi-Scale LBP cannot
fully capture the subtle texture differences [37]. More impor-
tantly, as shown in [37], texture-based methods mentioned
in [39], [15] are not robust to different mask appearances,
so they cannot be well generalized under the cross-dataset
scenario (in which the training and testing data are taken from
different datasets) [11]. Recently, a method based on remote
photoplethysmography (rPPG) [37] has shown the ability to
distinguish real faces and 3D masks by analyzing different
heartbeat signals, which allows promising performance in
both intra- and cross-dataset test scenarios. However, this
method requires a sufficient exposure rate to extract clear rPPG
signals from videos, so it requires good light conditions and
is sensitive to different camera settings (e.g., exposure rate).

To address these limitations, we propose a novel method for
3D mask face anti-spoofing by exploiting the deep dynamic
texture as a more intrinsic visual cue for mask detection.
Because the entire face region is covered by an integrated
mask material, the internal facial motion patterns of 3D masks
differ from those of real faces. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
various spontaneous local facial muscle movements, caused by
eye blinking, lip movements, and movements of some other
facial components, lead to various local facial motion patterns
with low consistency, whereas a more uniform motion pattern

4A super realistic 3D mask build from REAL-F: real-f.jp
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Fig. 2: Texture responses in feature channels of the lower convolu-
tional layer of a sample.

appears on the 3D mask. However, it is difficult to clearly
observe such facial motion differences in videos where the real
person does not smile. That is to say, normally, a large portion
of these facial motion differences are too subtle to be easily
detected by human eyes (or by existing face anti-spoofing
methods based on hand-crafted features). To fully capture
the various subtle facial motions, and inspired by the recent
success of CNNs in pattern classification [27], [46], [48],
[21], we propose to exploit the dynamic information from the
texture features of the convolutional layer of CNN. Compared
to the higher fully connected layers that represent coarse
global category information [57], [49], [20], [1], the feature
channels of a lower convolutional layer contain various texture
patterns [5], [9], [57]. As shown in Fig. 2, the original image
of a sample can be decoupled into various texture responses
in the feature channels of a convolutional layer, which we
regard as various fine-grained deep textures. Therefore, every
local region of the face can be described by various fine-
grained deep textures. By exploiting the dynamic information
of various fine-grained deep textures, the motion pattern of
each local region of the face can be described by the proposed
visual cues of multiple deep dynamic textures, and thus
various subtle facial motions can be captured. Consequently,
our method can differentiate the subtle motion differences
between a real face and a 3D mask. Moreover, the motion-
based characteristic of deep dynamic texture is invariant to
various mask appearances, which suggests that this feature can
be exploited as a visual cue with high generalization ability for
3D mask anti-spoofing. Because the deep dynamic texture is
based on the motion pattern, it is less sensitive to differences
in light conditions and camera settings (e.g., exposure rate).

Because a CNN pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset [14]
is used to distinguish generic objects, not all deep dynamic
textures from different feature channels (feature map) are
useful for our task, and some may act as noise. Furthermore,
not all deep dynamic textures from different spatial regions in
each feature channel are beneficial for face/mask classification.
Therefore, deep dynamic textures from different channels are
jointly weighted with respect to both their channels and spatial
regions according to their discriminability. Thus, discrimina-
tive deep dynamic textures will be further emphasized for the

differentiation of subtle facial motions.

Note that some motion-based methods have been proposed
to capture the different subconscious motions of muscles in
live faces compared to 3D masks. Among these methods,
a kind of hand-crafted dynamic texture called LBP-TOP is
proposed in [12], [10] to capture the motion pattern for
face anti-spoofing. However, this hand-crafted feature is pre-
designed depending simply on our prior knowledge, which
leads to limited description ability. CNN learns features from
large-scale visual data in a hierarchical manner, which en-
sures that the powerful abstract concept recognition ability of
features in the CNN’s higher layer is derived from the rich
descriptive low-level features in the lower layer. This suggests
that the deep textures extracted from the lower convolutional
layer have strong description ability. Therefore, the dynamic
feature estimated from these deep textures, which we call deep
dynamic texture, is more able to differentiate subtle facial
motion differences in various facial regions between real faces
and 3D masks than hand-crafted dynamic textures.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) We propose a new feature, named deep dynamic tex-
ture for 3D mask face anti-spoofing. The proposed feature
exploits the dynamic information of textures from a CNN’s
convolutional layer, and is able to capture subtle facial motion
differences between real faces and masked faces with strong
generalization ability.

2) We propose a joint discriminative learning model on deep
dynamic textures. By jointly learning the spatial- and channel-
discriminability to weight the deep dynamic textures with
respect to different spatial regions and feature channels, the
effects of deep dynamic textures with strong discriminability
for face/mask classification can be enhanced in terms of spatial
regions and feature channels.

The main differences between this article and our prelim-
inary conference paper version5 [44] are as follows. First,
the conference version only considers weighting with respect
to different channels by performing the feature learning of
channel-discriminability separately, whereas this journal ver-
sion also incorporates spatial weighting and performs feature
learning of channel- and spatial-discriminability of different
channels simultaneously in a unified feature learning frame-
work. Second, for this feature learning framework, this journal
version proposes a new optimization algorithm to effectively
learn the channel- and spatial-discriminability and includes
an experimental analysis of the convergence property. Third,
more comprehensive experimental evaluations of the proposed
method and other state-of-the-art algorithms are presented
in this journal version. Finally, the effectiveness of different
components of the joint learning model is also validated to
further demonstrate the necessity and effectiveness of the
proposed joint learning strategy in this journal version.

5This version of our paper is extended from the conference paper presented
at the 2017 International Joint Conference on Biometrics entitled ”Deep Con-
volutional Dynamic Texture Learning with Adaptive Channel-discriminability
for 3D Mask Face Anti-Spoofing”.
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II. RELATED WORK

This section first presents a brief discussion of some related
face anti-spoofing approaches, including the appearance-based
approach, the motion-based approach, and the approach based
on other cues (e.g., spectrum, 3D depth, rPPG). Then, a
brief review of various exploitation strategies of convolutional
features for some pattern recognition tasks is also given.

A. Face Anti-spoofing

1) Appearance Based Approach: Texture-based methods
argue that texture features are capable of differentiating ar-
tifacts caused by photo and video attacks in spoof faces from
genuine faces and have achieved encouraging results [39],
[8], [15]. For example, Multi-Scale LBP [39] concatenates
various LBP descriptors on grayscale images and has achieved
promising performance in 3D mask detection [15], which
is extended by Color Texture [6] via concatenation of all
LBP descriptors in the RGB, HSV and YCbCr color spaces.
Recently, deep learning based methods [53], [52], [42] exploit
deep features of the last fully connected layer of CNN and
Manjani et al. [41] propose deep dictionary learning to cope
with face anti-spoofing. They also achieve encouraging results
on photo and video attack datasets. However, these methods
cannot extract fine-grained features to cope with hyper-real
mask attacks [37]. In addition, due to the intrinsic appearance-
based nature of these methods, they may easily suffer from
overfitting to one particular illumination or mask appearance
and hence have poor generalization ability. The method based
on Image distortion analysis (IDA) [51] detects the surface
distortions caused by the lower appearance quality of images
or videos compared to real face skin. However, when facing
hyper-real masks with imperceptible differences in appearance
quality compared to genuine faces, this method is not suffi-
ciently discriminative.

2) Motion Based Approach: Motion-based methods exploit
unconscious facial motions to detect photo and video at-
tacks [12], [10], [45], [47], [25], [3]. For example, [12],
[10] adopt hand-crafted dynamic textures, which extract the
LBP descriptors from the spatial-temporal domain and then
combine the extracted appearance and dynamic feature into
a single spatiotemporal descriptor. The model in [45] extracts
the appearance features of LBP and the motion features of ori-
ented optical flow for video segments. Multiple classifiers are
trained with features from video segments, and a whole video
classification score is obtained with a multi-feature windowed
videolet aggregation strategy on the classification scores of
video segments. Moreover, some studies have focused on the
dynamic information of some specific facial components. For
example, [47] presents a blinking-based liveness-detection
method for human faces using conditional random fields.
[25] focuses mainly on extraction of the liveness of mouth
movements by encoding the local structure using the gradient
direction and structure tensor direction information. However,
the methods mentioned above all adopt hand-crafted features,
and some of them focus only on specific facial components
that are not sufficiently descriptive and comprehensive to
differentiate subtle facial motion differences in various facial

regions between real faces and 3D masks. In addition, [3]
proposes to distinguish a face and a photo by analyzing the
differences between the characteristics of the optical flow field
generated by a planar object and a three-dimensional object.
However, this method assumes that the fake face is on a plane,
so it may not be applicable to the three-dimensional face model
(3D masks) or some seriously bended or folded face images.

3) Approach Based on Other Cues: Other methods have
been proposed based on sources other than 2D intensity
images, such as 3D depth [50] and spoofing context [26].
Moreover, multi-spectrum analysis [59] yields promising re-
sults because it relies on the fact that 3D masks and real
faces have different reflectance frequency responses. However,
these methods require specific equipment and hence have
a narrower application range. In addition, the rPPG-based
method [37], [22] copes with 3D mask attacks from a new
aspect, by analyzing different heartbeat signals between real
faces and 3D masks. However, this method is sensitive to light
conditions and camera settings. Liu et al. [38] propose to learn
a CNN-RNN model to estimate the face depth with pixel-
wise supervision, and to estimate rPPG signals with sequence-
wise supervision. However, the learned depth information is
inefficient for 3D mask attacks because real faces and 3D
masks have similar depth and 3D structure information.

B. Exploitation of Convolutional Features

The convolutional feature is widely exploited in many
pattern recognition tasks. Babenko et al. [1] propose a de-
scriptor based on sum-pooled convolutional features (SPoC
descriptors) to improve the retrieval task efficiently. Cimpoi et
al. [9] propose a new texture descriptor, FV-CNN, which is
obtained by imposing Fisher Vector pooling on the features of
a convolutional layer. Wang et al. [49] develop a new tracking
method that combines the convolutional features of different
levels to exploit the complementarity of different convolutional
features in handling drastic appearance changes and in dis-
tinguishing the target object from similar distracters. Howev-
er, these methods all focus on exploiting the convolutional
features to form appearance-based descriptors. In contrast,
the proposed method further imposes the motion estimation
method on the convolutional features to form motion-based
descriptors, which have stronger generalization ability than the
appearance-based descriptors [51] and thus are more suitable
for differentiation of real faces and various 3D masks.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Overview

Figure 3 presents an overview of the proposed method,
which consists of three main blocks: 1) subtle facial motion
estimation, 2) deep dynamic texture joint learning, and 3)
classification. Given a preprocessed [2] input video, all feature
channels of a convolutional layer of every frame are first
extracted using a pre-trained CNN. The subtle facial motions
on each feature channel (of all frames) are then estimated using
a motion estimation method such as optical flow [4], thus
forming a preliminary feature set of multiple deep dynamic
textures. The channel- and spatial-discriminability are then
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Fig. 3: Overview diagram of the proposed method. Three main components are included: 1) subtle facial motion estimation, 2) deep dynamic
texture joint learning, and 3) classification. First, subtle facial motions are estimated from all K feature channels to form a preliminary feature
set of multiple deep dynamic textures. The channel- and spatial-discriminability (D and S) are then jointly learned from the preliminary
feature sets of all training samples V to encode the most discriminative information of the multiple deep dynamic textures for our task. The
classification is eventually performed on the estimated feature sets with the learned channel- and spatial-discriminability.

jointly learned with the preliminary feature sets of all training
samples. The classification is eventually performed on the
estimated feature sets with the learned channel- and spatial-
discriminability.

B. Subtle Facial Motion Estimation

With limited training samples in the 3D mask datasets [15],
[37], [41], the traditional domain transfer approach of fine-
tuning [18], [23], [43] is not effective for our task. Therefore,
we directly use a pre-trained CNN to extract features to
estimate subtle facial motions.

Given an aligned face video sequence, we input each frame
into a pre-trained CNN. We then extract the feature channels
(feature maps) of a lower convolutional layer for each frame.
Thus, we obtain a set of convolutional feature channels for
an input video denoted as {Xt}Tt=1, where Xt∈ RW×H×K ,
W,H are the height and the width of a channel, respectively,
and K is the total number of channels in a convolutional layer.
t = 1, 2, ..., T is the frame index of a video.

It has been shown that the feature channels of a lower
convolutional layer contain various fine-grained textures [5],
[9], [57], which we regard as deep textures. Every local region
of the face can be described by various fine-grained textures.
Therefore, the motion pattern of each local region of the face
can be described by the motion features estimated from the
multiple fine-grained deep textures. We regard these features
as multiple deep dynamic textures, and they can capture subtle
facial motions.

Based on this analysis, we arrange the time sequence for
each feature channel of all frames, from which we estimate
the motion patterns and extract the dynamic features. More

precisely, each input raw video is decomposed into K feature
channel time sequences, which are regarded as {Ci}Ki=1, where
Ci∈ RW×H×T and i = 1, 2, ...,K is the channel index in a
convolutional layer. For each feature channel time sequence
Ci, we use optical flow to model the dynamic information of
each deep texture. Optical flow can describe local dynamics
based on local derivatives in a given image sequence. Based
on the assumption of brightness constancy and spatial smooth-
ness, optical flow is calculated between two frames by solving
the motion constraint equation:

∂I

∂x
u+

∂I

∂y
v +

∂I

∂t
= 0 (1)

where ∂I
∂x , ∂I∂y , and ∂I

∂t are the spatiotemporal image brightness
derivatives, u is the horizontal optical flow, and v is the
vertical optical flow, which describe local pixel translation.
The Lucas-Kanade Method [4] is used in the proposed method
to calculate u and v. Normally, optical flow describes the
motion direction and motion magnitude simultaneously, but
here we adopt only the motion magnitude information for
computational efficiency. Thus, for every corresponding pixel
of two consecutive frames, we use the formula

√
u2 + v2 to

represent the dynamic information.
After computing the optical flows for every two consecutive

frames of each feature channel time sequence, we calculate
the average optical flow and reshape it into a deep dynamic
texture vector. For all K feature channel time sequences of the
m-th video sample, we estimate the preliminary feature set
of multiple deep dynamic textures denoted as Pm∈ RN×K ,
where N = W ×H .
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Fig. 4: Some experimental results, which represent the average
responses of corresponding channels of a convolutional layer from
all training samples.

C. Deep Dynamic Texture Joint Learning

Given the overall preliminary feature sets of the M training
samples {Pm}Mm=1, where Pm∈ RN×K , we first rearrange
them as {Vi}Ki=1, where Vi ∈ RN×M is composed of the i-th
deep dynamic textures of all M training samples. Because the
K deep dynamic textures are all estimated from a CNN pre-
trained on a large scale dataset such as ImageNet [14], not all
deep dynamic textures are useful for our task, and it is thus
desirable to weight the importance of different deep dynamic
textures based on their discriminability.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, for the corresponding feature
channels of a convolutional layer from all training samples,
the average deep texture responses are calculated respectively.
These figures show that both strong and weak responses of
deep textures exist not only in different channels but also in
different spatial regions of each channel. Normally, informa-
tive deep dynamic textures are more likely to be estimated
from stronger responses of deep textures, and these informative
features are more likely to differentiate the subtle facial
motion differences between live faces and 3D masks. That
is to say, deep dynamic textures with stronger discriminability
are more likely to be estimated from stronger deep texture
responses. Based on the above analysis and the observations
of Fig. 4, we can conclude that the discriminability of the
estimated deep dynamic textures differs among channels and
among spatial regions in each channel, which means the
difference exists in the channel- and spatial-discriminability of
deep dynamic textures. Therefore, the discriminative learning
model should be able to capture the difference in channel-
and spatial-discriminability for feature learning, which would
enable more discriminative features to play more important

roles in face/mask decision. For this purpose, one objective
of the learning model is to weight the deep dynamic textures
by jointly learning the channel- and spatial-discriminability as
follows:

min
{Di},{Si}

K∑
i=1

(Di‖fSi
(Vi)− Y ‖2F ) + θΩ(D) (2)

where fSi(·) is the classifier parameterized by the spatial-
discriminability Si ∈ RN×1 of the i-th deep dynamic texture.
The multiple deep dynamic textures {Vi}Ki=1 are fed into their
corresponding classifiers for multiple learning tasks, with the
ground truth label set Y ∈ {0, 1} . D = [D1, ..., Di, ..., DK ] ∈
R1×K , where Di denotes the channel-discriminability of the
i-th deep dynamic texture. We can see that the model in
(2) aims to learn the channel- and spatial-discriminability of
every deep dynamic texture, which are encoded in Di and
Si. This is reached by minimizing the weighted sum of the
prediction losses of multiple classifiers for corresponding deep
dynamic textures subject to the regularization term Ω(D). The
proper formulation of Ω(D) can help to avoid some trivial
solutions (e.g. Di = 0 for all i). Our study shows that it is very
important to associate each prediction loss with the channel-
discriminability in the learning model. As shown in Fig .4,
some feature channels, such as Channels 179, 229, 22, and
21, cannot produce strong deep texture responses for both 3D
masks and real faces in all spatial regions. This means that
the extracted deep textures from all spatial regions in these
channels are non-informative for estimation of deep dynamic
textures. Therefore, the corresponding deep dynamic textures
estimated from these non-informative channels may all be
ambiguous for differentiation of real faces and 3D masks and
may thereby serve as noise. That is to say, the discriminability
of these channels is weak, and it is meaningless to optimize
the prediction losses of these features in channels with weak
discriminability. As such, we should incorporate D which en-
codes the channel-discriminability into the learning model (2)
to suppress their effects on minimizing the overall prediction
loss of the whole learning model.

Moreover, in the informative channels, the multiple deep
textures share some similar spatial structures. For example,
Channels 121, 42, 168, and 130 in Fig. 4 all have clear
responses in some common facial spatial regions such as the
eyes, mouth, nose and cheeks. Therefore, the discriminative
dynamic textures from these informative channels are more
likely to exist in some similar spatial regions. This means that
channel-shared spatial-discriminability exists among different
deep dynamic textures. On the other hand, despite the sim-
ilarities of spatial structures among different deep dynamic
textures, some characteristic spatial focuses of these deep
dynamic textures may also contribute to the differentiation of
real faces and masks. For example, Channel 130 has stronger
responses around the eyes but weaker responses in the cheek
region than Channel 168. As mentioned above, stronger (weak-
er) responses of deep textures are more (less) informative
for estimation of discriminative deep dynamic textures, which
implies that the discriminability of deep dynamic textures
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also differs in some characteristic spatial regions. Therefore,
channel-specific spatial-discriminability exists in every deep
dynamic texture.

In the non-informative channels, weak deep texture respons-
es existing in all spatial regions leads to irregular spatial
structures, and it is thereby less likely to extract deep dynamic
textures with similar spatial-discriminability.

Based on the above analysis, we can deduce that channel-
and spatial-discriminability are closely related and that
deep dynamic textures in channels with stronger channel-
discriminability (e.g., informative channels) will be more
likely to share similar spatial-discriminability than those with
weaker channel-discriminability (e.g., non-informative chan-
nels). Therefore, to more accurately learn the discriminability
of the feature elements for face/mask classification, the model
should capture the relationship between channel- and spatial-
discriminability and learn the channel-shared and channel-
specific spatial-discriminability. To this end, we incorporate
the following constraint into model (2):

Si = W0 +
1

Di
Wi, (i = 1, 2, ...,K) (3)

where W0 is the channel-shared spatial-discriminability of all
deep dynamic textures and Wi is the channel-specific spatial-
discriminability of the i-th deep dynamic texture. For the sake
of tractable optimization and efficient computation, we assume
that the feature elements in different spatial regions of different
channels are linearly dependent. The classification model can
thus be formulated as:

fSi(Vi) = STi Vi, (i = 1, 2, ...,K)

s.t.Si = W0 +
1

Di
Wi

(4)

Formulation (3) shows that the deep dynamic textures with
weaker channel-discriminability (i.e., smaller Di) will give
greater flexibility for Si to be less similar to other features
(larger 1

Di
Wi) due to the irregular spatial structure of these

features. This spatial relatedness of discriminative information
among the multiple deep dynamic textures is further used
to weight the deep dynamic textures, as formulated in (4).
The channel-shared spatial-discriminability W0 encodes the
shared discriminative information in spatial regions, which
is reliable and captures the consistency of different features,
whereas a channel-specific term Wi multiplied by channel-
discriminability Di in an inverse proportional way unveils
specific discriminative information in spatial regions, which
is complementary among the multiple deep dynamic textures.
Both contribute to the precise overall spatial-discriminability
Si of every deep dynamic texture and help to discover more
precise importance weighting of different deep dynamic tex-
tures in terms of spatial regions.

1) Joint Learning Model: Based on the aforementioned
analysis, we formulate the objectives as mentioned above
into a unified joint discriminative feature learning model as
follows:

W1

DK

WK

W0

Channel-specific spatial-
discriminability

Channel-shared spatial-
discriminability

Channel-specific spatial-
discriminability

Channel-specific spatial-
discriminability

D1 D2
W2

DK-1

WK-1

Joint Learning model 

...

...

V1 V2

VK-1 VK

Channel-specific spatial-
discriminability

Channel-discriminability Di (i=1,2,…,K)

Fig. 5: Illustration of the joint learning model. In this mod-
el, the channel-discriminability Di(i = 1, 2, ...K) and spatial-
discriminability (channel-specific spatial-discriminability denoted as
Wi(i = 1, 2, ...K) and channel-shared spatial-discriminability de-
noted as W0) are jointly learned. Channel-discriminability learning
is incorporated to adjust the spatial-discriminability learning in an
adaptive manner.

min
{Di},{Wi},W0

K∑
i=1

(Di‖STi Vi − Y ‖2F + β‖ 1

Di
Wi‖22)

+ λ‖W0‖22 + θ‖D‖22

s.t.Si = W0 +
1

Di
Wi

(5)

where ‖ • ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm. The regulariza-
tion terms ‖ 1

Di
Wi‖22, ‖W0‖22, and ‖D‖22 are based on `2

norm so that a reliable and effective closed-form solution
can be achieved for our joint learning model. Specifically,
the regularization term ‖ 1

Di
Wi‖22 can help to avoid a trivial

solution that Di = 0 for all i in minimizing (5). β, λ, and
θ are three hyperparameters used to control the trade-off
among the regularization for the channel-discriminability com-
ponent, the channel-shared spatial-discriminability component,
and the channel-specific spatial-discriminability component.
From (5), it can be seen that each channel-specific spatial-
discriminability learning is adaptively adjusted by correspond-
ing channel-discriminability learning via inverse proportion
multiplication, which leads to more precise overall spatial-
discriminability learning. Fig. 5 illustrates the whole idea of
the joint learning model.

2) Optimization: Optimization can be achieved by iterating
the following three steps.

STEP 1. Fixing the variables Wi, Di, minimizing the
function over W0:

min
W0

K∑
i=1

(Di‖(W0 +
1

Di
Wi)

TVi − Y ‖2F ) + λ‖W0‖22 (6)

This is an unconstrained minimization problem whose solution
can be calculated as:

W0 = [
∑
i=1(DiViV

T
i )+λI]−1

∑
i=1(DiViY

T−ViV Ti Wi)
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STEP 2. Fixing the variables W0, Di, minimizing the
function over Wi:

min
{Wi}

K∑
i=1

(Di‖(W0 +
1

Di
Wi)

TVi − Y ‖2F + β‖ 1

Di
Wi‖22) (7)

The above problem can be decoupled into K independent
Frobenius-regularized unconstrained least square problems:

min
Wi

(Di‖(W0 +
1

Di
Wi)

TVi − Y ‖2F + β‖ 1

Di
Wi‖22) (8)

The optimal solution of (8) can be given as:

Wi = ( 1
Di
ViV

T
i + β

D2
i
I)−1Vi(Y

T − V Ti W0)

STEP 3. Fixing the variables W0, Wi, minimizing the
function over Di:

min
{Di}

K∑
i=1

(Di‖(W0+
1

Di
Wi)

TVi−Y ‖2F+β‖ 1

Di
Wi‖22)+θ‖D‖22

(9)
Note that all the Dis in the above formulation are independent
of each other. Hence, we turn to solve the following K
independent sub-problems:

min
Di

(Di‖(W0+
1

Di
Wi)

TVi−Y ‖2F +β‖ 1

Di
Wi‖22+θD2

i ) (10)

The solution of (10) is equal to the solution of the following
quartic equation:

AD4
i +BD3

i + CDi + E = 0

where,A = 2θ,

B = Trace(V Ti W0 − Y T )(WT
0 Vi − Y ),

C = −Trace(V Ti WiW
T
i Vi),

E = −2β‖Wi‖22

(11)

We choose the result that is a real positive number and gives
the minimum result of (10). We summarize our optimization
for (5) in Algorithm 1.

D. Classification Score Computing

In the classification process, for a new input sample with
multiple deep dynamic textures {vi}Ki=1, where vi ∈ RN×1,
given the learned channel-discriminability D, channel-specific
spatial-discriminability {Wi}Ki=1, and channel-shared spatial-
discriminability W0, we can perform classification based on
the three learned components; the final classification score l
is computed as follows:

l =

K∑
i=1

DifSi
(vi) =

K∑
i=1

Di(S
T
i vi)

where, Si = W0 +
1

Di
Wi

(12)

Algorithm 1 Our method for optimizing the problem (5)

Require:
Input: Y, Vi, β, λ, θ,MaxIter
Initialization: W0,Wi ∈ RN×1 are random vectors, D ∈
R1×K is set as the vectors of ones, Di ∈ R is one of the
component of vector D, IterOut = 1;

Ensure:
1: while IterOut < MaxIter do
2: W0 ←− [

∑
i=1(DiViV

T
i ) + λI]−1

∑
i=1(DiViY

T −
ViV

T
i Wi)

3: for i = 1; i < K; i+ + do
4: Wi ←− ( 1

Di
ViV

T
i + β

D2
i
I)−1Vi(Y

T − V Ti W0)

5: end for
6: for i = 1; i < K; i+ + do
7: Solving AD4

i + BD3
i + CDi + E = 0, where

A = 2θ,B = Trace(V Ti W0−Y T )(WT
0 Vi−Y ), C =

−Trace(V Ti WiW
T
i Vi), E = −2β‖Wi‖22.

Di ←− Di

8: end for
9: IterOut = IterOut+ 1

10: end while
11: return W0, {Wi}Ki=1, D

E. Computational Complexity

The major computation time of the proposed method is due
to the following process: deep dynamic texture joint learning.
In this process, we learn the three variables D, Wi, and W0

iteratively. In each iteration, when the variables Wi, Di are
fixed, the computational complexity of minimization of W0 is
O(MN2 +N3), where M is the number of training samples
and N = W ×H . When the variables W0, D are fixed, the
computational complexity of minimization of Wi is O(N2 +
N3). When the variables W0, Wi are fixed, the computational
complexity of minimization of D is O(N3).

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first present the implementation details
of the proposed method. We then introduce the experiment
datasets, testing protocols, and baseline methods. Finally, we
analyze the experimental results in quantitative and visual
fashions.

A. Implementation Details

1) Preprocessing: In the preprocessing step, Cambridge
Face Tracker [2] is used to detect and track 68 facial landmarks
of every frame, with which the face alignment is conducted
to reduce the effects of involuntary hand-shaking of the
recording, and every frame is resized to 256×256. The model
hyperparameters β, λ, θ are all fixed as 10−1. The LibSVM
toolkit [7] is used to train the classifiers on features of the
comparison methods.

2) Convolutional Layer Choice: The CNN encodes visual
information in a hierarchical manner, which means that the
low, middle, and high convolutional layers in CNN encode
low-level, mid-level, and high-level visual features, respective-
ly. For example, in the CNN interpretation and visualization
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papers [5], [57], the features of a network with five convolu-
tional layers are interpreted and visualized in terms of layers.
It shows that the features in the low convolutional layer such as
layer 2 correspond to low-level visual features such as corners
and other edge/color conjunctions; the middle convolutional
layer such as layer 3 has more complex invariance, capturing
textures; and high convolutional layer such as layers 4 and 5
capture more class-specific visual information related to entire
objects such as dog faces and bird legs.

In the step of subtle facial motion estimation, our ideas are
generic and can be incorporated with any CNN classification
architecture. VGG net [46] is adopted in our experiment.
This network has five convolutional layers (conv1-conv5, and
each convolutional layer is composed of three sub-layers), and
the middle convolutional layer 3 (conv3-3) captures the mid-
level visual features such as textures [5], [57]. Therefore, the
convolutional layer conv3-3 of VGG net pre-trained on the
ImageNet dataset [14] is chosen to extract the deep textures.
Specifically, the width of each feature channel of this layer is
W = 56, the height is H = 56, and this layer has a total of
K = 256 channels.

B. Datasets

3DMAD. 3DMAD [15] is a public mask attack dataset
composed of the 3D masks from Thatsmyface.com6. This
dataset contains 17 subjects, 3 sessions, and 255 videos (76500
frames). Each subject corresponds to 15 videos with 10 live
faces and 5 masked faces. Videos are recorded through Kinect
and are equipped with color and depth information in 640*480
resolution. In our experiments, following the experimental set-
ting in [15], only the color information is used for comparison.

Supplementary Dataset. 3DMAD is a popular dataset for
3D mask anti-spoofing that contains a large number of videos
from numerous 3D masks. However, it still has some deficien-
cies: 1) The mask diversity is limited. This dataset contains
only one type of masks from Thatsmyface.com, which cannot
fully reflect the variation of 3D mask attacks with higher
quality. 2) All videos are recorded with the same camera
settings via Kinect, which is not applicable in anti-spoofing on
various mobile camera devices. 3) The generalization ability
of face anti-spoofing algorithms cannot be verified with only
one dataset.

Because of the limitations mentioned above, we further use
a supplementary (SUP for short) dataset [37]. This dataset
increases the diversity of mask types by providing more hyper-
real masks. As shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 9, this hyper-
real mask from REAL-F7 has imperceptible differences in
appearance compared to genuine faces. Thus, it is challenging
for most existing face anti-spoofing methods to capture the
subtle appearance differences between this hyper-real mask
and a real face, and we use this dataset to validate the
effectiveness of our proposed method to hyper-real mask
attack. Concretely, the SUP dataset contains 120 videos (36000
frames) from 8 subjects. It contains two types of 3D masks:
6 from Thatsmyface.com and 2 from REAL-F. 10 genuine

6www.thatsmyface.com
7A super realistic 3D mask built from REAL-F: real-f.jp

samples and 5 masked samples correspond to each subject.
All videos are recorded on a Logitech C920 web-camera at
a resolution of 1280*720. Each video contains 300 frames at
25fps. Image samples of the genuine faces and two types of
masked faces are shown in Fig. 6 (a).

To estimate the dynamic information in the SUP and 3D-
MAD datasets, we select one frame from every five consec-
utive frames of each input video, which constitutes a 51-
frame sequence with rich dynamic information representing
each sample.

SMAD Dataset. To further validate the effectiveness of our
method on attacks of 3D masks made of other materials, the
Silicone Mask Attack Database (SMAD)8 [41] is introduced
for experimentation. The attack samples in this dataset wear
vivid silicone masks that fit well with holes on the regions
of eyes and mouth. Some silicone masks also have hair,
mustaches, and beards for life-like impressions. This database
comprises 130 videos, 65 genuine samples, and 65 masked
samples. A total of 27897 frames are recorded in this dataset,
and an average of 214 frames are recorded per video. Image
samples of the genuine faces and silicon masked faces are
shown in Fig. 6 (b). To estimate the dynamic information in
the SMAD dataset, near-frontal head pose frames are clipped
from videos for each sample.

C. Testing Protocols and Baseline Methods

We evaluate the effectiveness and the robustness of the
proposed method under two experimental settings: 1) intra-
dataset setting, 2) cross-dataset setting.

In the intra-dataset setting, in the experiments on SUP
and 3DMAD datasets, we follow the leave-one-out cross
validation (LOOCV) protocol in [15], [37]. This protocol
randomly9 selects subjects as training set and development set
in each round. For the 3DMAD dataset, we randomly select
10 subjects for training and 6 for development in each round.
For the SUP dataset, we randomly select 5 subjects as the
training set and 2 as the development set in each round. In
the experiment on the SMAD dataset, we follow the protocol
in [41], in which 5 lists of video indexes are provided to divide
the samples into training, development, and testing set for the
5 cross validation iterations.

In the cross-dataset setting, in the experiment between the
3DMAD dataset and the SUP dataset, we follow the cross-
dataset protocol in [37]. For training on 3DMAD and testing
on SUP (3DMAD to SUP for short), we randomly10 select 8
subjects from 3DMAD as the training set and use all subjects
from SUP for testing in each round. For training on SUP and
testing on 3DMAD (SUP to 3DMAD for short), we randomly
select 7 subjects from SUP as the training set and use all
subjects from 3DMAD for testing in each round. Following the
experimental protocols provided in [41], we further validate
the generalization ability of our method between 3D masks

8http://iab-rubric.org/resources.html
9Because the training data and development data are randomly selected in

each round, 80 rounds are tested and averaged for each experiment.
10Because the training data are randomly selected in each round, 20 rounds

are tested and averaged for each experiment
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(a) Supplement Dataset (b) SMAD Dataset

Fig. 6: (a) Sample frames from supplementary dataset. Left image is the genuine face, middle image is the Thatsmyface mask, and the right
image is the hyper-real mask from REAL-F. (b) Sample frames from SMAD dataset. Left image is the genuine face, and middle and left
images are silicon masks.

and 2D presentation attacks. The additional cross-dataset ex-
periments are conducted among the 2D presentation attack
datasets: Replay-attack [8], CASIA [58] and 3D mask attack
datasets: 3DMAD [15], SMAD datasets [41]. Based on the
protocol in [41], all datasets used for training are randomly
divided into training and development sets at a proportion of
80% and 20%.

The False Fake Rate (FFR), False Liveness Rate (FLR),
Area Under Curve (AUC), Equal Error Rates (EER) and Half
Total Error Rates (HTER) are used as evaluation metrics.

Comparison Methods. Eight state-of-the-art methods re-
lated to face anti-spoofing are used for comparison in the
3DMAD and SUP datasets, which includes appearance-based
methods: multi-scale LBP (MS LBP for short) [15], Color
Texture (CT for short) [6], deep features from the last fully
connected layer of the CNN (fc CNN for short) [53] and
image distortion analysis (IDA for short) [51]; motion-based
methods: LBPTOP [12], multifeature videolet aggregation
(Videolet for short) [45], optical flow field (OFF for short) [3];
and methods based on other cues: the rPPG method [37].
Moreover, to validate the importance of estimating dynamic
information from deep textures in our algorithm, we further
implement the methods of optical flows on a bank of Gabor
features [24], [28] (OF Gabor for short). We also add one
comparison method of deep dictionary via greedy learning
(DDGL) [41] in the experiment on the SMAD dataset, which
is the first method proposed to solve the silicon mask attack.

For appearance-based methods, Multi-Scale LBP [15] ex-
tracts LBPu216,2, LBPu28,2 for global image, and LBPu28,1 for
3 × 3 overlapping local images. Therefore, it generates one
59-bin, one 243-bin, and nine 53-bin histograms, which are
concatenated as the final 833-dimension feature representation.
Color Texture [6] extracts LBPu28,1 for 3 × 3 overlapping
local images in the RGB, HSV, and YCbCr color spaces,
respectively, which are then concatenated as a 4779-dimension
feature representation. The feature extracted from the last fully
connected layer of CNN [53] has 4096 dimensions. In this
paper, the deep features are extracted from the VGG net [46].
As shown in [51], the image distortion analysis method
extracts the specular reflection features, blurriness features,
chromatic moment features, and color diversity features and
concatenates them as a feature description, which leads to a
121-dimension feature. For motion-based methods, we first
compare our method with the LBPTOP method [12], which
exploits a kind of hand-crafted dynamic texture. This method
combines the LBP features of the space and time domains
into a single descriptor, which generates a 1593-dimension

feature. According to the method mentioned in [45], we
divide our input video into nine segments and extract the
LBP and histogram of oriented optical flows (HOOF) features
for each segment, which we use to train the corresponding
SVM classifiers with RBF kernels. For testing, we use the
aggregation strategy of [45] on the classification scores of the
video segments from the trained classifiers to obtain a final
classification score for the entire video. Moreover, like the
method presented in [3], we directly compute a confidence
score for every input sample based on the optical flow field
analysis without any training process. For methods based
on other cues, the 120-dimension rPPG-based feature [37]
is selected for comparison. In addition, the method in our
conference version is also compared (DTAC for short) [44].
Finally, to show the importance of deep dynamic texture in
3D mask face spoofing, we also validate the performance of
the proposed feature learning method on other hand-crafted
features. Following the standard setting in Gabor filter-based
face recognition [36], [13], [54] which exploit 40 banks of
Gabor filters for face recognition, we use the five wavelengths
(10, 20, 40, 80, 100) and eight orientations (45◦, 90◦, 135◦,
180◦, 225◦, 270◦, 315◦, 360◦) to form the 40 banks of
Gabor filters, which leads to Gabor features with 40 channels.
The optical flows on the time sequence of every channel of
Gabor features are then extracted and averaged, which leads
to dynamic Gabor features with 40 channels corresponding to
the deep dynamic textures in the proposed method. We apply
the proposed joint discriminative feature learning method on
the channels of dynamic Gabor features, which is denoted as
OF Gabor for short.

D. Experimental Results

1) Intra-dataset Test: The intra-dataset test results in the
SUP and 3DMAD datasets are given in Table I and Fig. 7(a),
(b). The proposed method achieves the best performance on
both datasets, which validates its effectiveness for our task.

The test results show that the hand-crafted features such
as Multi-Scale LBP feature (MS LBP) [15] , Color Texture
(CT) [6], and deep features of the last fully-connected layer
of the CNN (fc CNN) [53] can achieve good results in the
3DMAD dataset that are comparable with those of our method,
but the performance of these methods declines considerably in
the SUP dataset, which justifies our analysis that these features
are not sufficiently discriminative to capture subtle differences
in appearance when faced with masks with good appearance
quality. Similarly, the intrinsic limitation of the hand-crafted
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TABLE I: Comparison of intra-dataset performance on 3DMAD and SUP datasets.

Method
3DMAD dataset Supplementary dataset

EER(%)AUC(%)HTER(%) FFR FFR FFR EER(%)AUC(%)HTER(%) FFR FFR FFR
@FLR=0.001@FLR=0.01@FLR=0.1 @FLR=0.001@FLR=0.01@FLR=0.1

MS LBP[15] 9.14 96.71 12.29 42.11 21.08 9.01 21.17 80.29 22.81 94.60 85.66 46.00
CT[6] 2.92 99.74 5.24 11.37 4.45 0.24 27.00 81.40 23.12 93.05 87.93 65.44

fc CNN[53] 1.77 99.82 2.06 26.77 3.98 0.03 21.98 89.17 21.41 27.53 25.79 24.51
IDA[51] 16.57 90.25 13.88 99.83 94.09 42.45 25.67 79.27 25.38 94.61 89.16 69.15

LBPTOP[12] 3.46 99.60 5.41 21.52 9.64 0.30 16.50 92.71 19.50 63.52 51.00 19.95
Videolet[45] 27.19 78.69 13.38 98.30 95.09 61.72 26.81 81.31 15.13 93.64 86.75 60.73

OFF[3] 33.43 70.72 33.79 97.89 95.18 64.13 52.31 46.54 52.12 99.34 95.47 87.69
rPPG[37] 8.59 96.81 8.59 28.76 20.15 7.97 15.38 92.03 14.81 75.73 58.13 22.08
DTAC[44] 2.66 99.69 3.29 28.34 7.86 0.20 12.54 95.94 14.75 63.06 39.96 14.16
OF Gabor 3.29 99.66 2.82 19.64 6.25 0.39 14.33 91.66 17.87 39.23 34.33 14.66

Ours 0 100 1.76 0 0 0 7.33 96.68 13.44 15.50 14.00 6.50

TABLE II: Comparison of cross-dataset performance on 3DMAD and SUP datasets.

Method
3DMAD to SUP dataset SUP to 3DMAD dataset

EER(%)AUC(%)HTER(%) FFR FFR FFR EER(%)AUC(%)HTER(%) FFR FFR FFR
@FLR=0.001@FLR=0.01@FLR=0.1 @FLR=0.001@FLR=0.01@FLR=0.1

MS LBP[15] 41.00 62.35 42.94 96.95 93.62 77.87 26.12 81.67 26.09 99.29 97.29 66.82
CT[6] 37.16 67.59 35.00 97.96 94.75 77.25 32.65 73.59 31.78 99.64 96.47 73.76

fc CNN[53] 42.63 60.89 41.78 100 99.50 92.37 45.25 54.69 44.57 100 100 95.64
IDA[51] 44.38 57.82 18.16 97.61 94.00 85.62 25.82 80.05 21.47 99.82 97.94 54.64

LBPTOP[12] 24.97 84.99 14.50 89.44 77.12 48.12 31.06 77.67 26.29 99.31 96.47 64.23
Videolet[45] 44.88 55.83 51.51 100 100 97.62 43.58 55.60 54.40 100 100 94.35

rPPG[37] 12.25 94.89 11.93 79.32 61.62 16.47 17.67 91.83 17.38 72.94 54.31 25.97
DTAC[44] 13.03 94.98 17.31 70.77 55.37 18.37 18.00 90.21 11.63 83.63 74.76 36.64
OF Gabor 18.59 90.04 16.44 60.48 52.62 27.62 35.18 68.88 33.53 100 99.05 82.00

Ours 12.75 95.64 13.16 37.35 26.87 13.12 7.60 97.44 6.85 70.46 56.43 1.05
1 The method of OFF [3] does not require a training process, so cross-dataset testing is not necessary for this method.

feature leads to the same degraded performance of the LBP-
TOP method [12] and the optical flow field method [3] in
differentiation of subtle facial motion. Although the aggrega-
tion strategy of classification scores in [45] is adopted, the
method still yields a degraded performance, because it also
simply combines two kinds of hand-crafted features (LBP and
HOOF), which are still not sufficiently descriptive for differen-
tiation of subtle motion. As mentioned in [37], the rPPG-based
method is sensitive to camera settings. From the test results,
the proposed method outperforms rPPG-based methods [37]
in both datasets, including videos captured with different
camera settings, which validates that our method is more
robust to camera setting changes and hence more applicable.
In addition, our conference version method [44] considers only
channel-discriminability and ignores spatial-discriminability
and the relationship between them. The experimental results
also suggest that channel- and spatial-discriminability both
play important roles in face/mask classification and that only
exploitation of the channel-discriminability will lead to de-
graded performance.

Moreover, the proposed joint discriminative feature learn-
ing method on deep dynamic textures outperforms the same
learning method applied on hand-crafted Gabor features

(OF Gabor), which validates that within the proposed fea-
ture learning model, the deep dynamic textures are more
discriminative than the hand-crafted Gabor features for our
task. This is due to that the parameters of traditional hand-
crafted features such as Gabor features need to be designed
manually and thus their description and generalization ability
is limited. For example, we need to design the wavelengths
and orientations of the Gabor filters based only on our prior
knowledge, which limits the description and generalization
ability of Gabor features. By comparison, all parameters of
CNN are automatically learned based on a large-scale visual
dataset such as ImageNet [14], and thus deep textures from
the convolutional layer of the CNN have stronger description
and generalization ability.

The intra-dataset test results in the SMAD dataset are given
in Table III, which shows that the proposed method also
achieves the best performance based on HTER and FFR@FLR
metrics, and second best EER result. This further validates
the effectiveness of the proposed method on the silicon mask
attack. Specifically, the proposed method performs favorably
against the method of DDGL [41] that obtains promising
results on solving silicon mask attacks. The DDGL [41]
exploits deep features via deep dictionary learning with a
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Fig. 7: ROC curves under intra-dataset setting. Note that MS LBP means Multi-Scale LBP; CT means Color Texture; IDA means image
distortion analysis feature; fc CNN means features of the last fully-connected layer of CNN; Videolet means multifeature videolet aggregation
method; OFF means optical flow field method; DTAC is our conference version method; OF Gabor means the optical flows estimated from
channels of Gabor features.
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Fig. 8: ROC curves under cross-dataset setting.

shallow network structure for mask/face differentiation, where-
as the proposed method exploits the dynamic information of
deep features extracted from a very deep network [46] and
thus these dynamic features have strong description ability.
Furthermore, a discriminative learning model is incorporated
to weight the dynamic features, and thus emphasizes dis-
criminative dynamic deep features for differentiation of subtle
facial motions between real faces and masked faces, which
contributes to the promising performance of the proposed
method for mask/face differentiation.

2) Cross-dataset Test: The results of the cross-dataset
experiment between 3DMAD dataset and SUP dataset are
given in Table II and Fig. 8(a), (b), which demonstrate the
generalization ability of the proposed method. As shown in
Table II and Fig. 8(a), (b), the proposed method generalizes
well between different mask datasets and video-recording

environments. The significant performance degradation of the
Multi-Scale LBP, Color Texture, image distortion analysis fea-
tures, and deep features of the last fully connected layer illus-
trates that the existing appearance-based methods have limited
generalization ability. Moreover, our method outperforms the
motion-based method (LBPTOP, Videolet, OF Gabor), the
rPPG-based method and the method of our conference version
in the cross-dataset setting, which validates that our method is
more able to determine invariant features cross the datasets.

The results of cross-dataset experiments between the 3D
mask and 2D presentation attacks are shown in Table IV. The
results in Table IV show that our method performs better than
the state-of-the-art method DDGL [41] in most cross-datasets
scenarios, which can further validate the generalization ability
of the proposed method under various kinds of attacks. Be-
cause appearance-based methods can be easily over-fitted to
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TABLE III: Comparison of intra-dataset performance on SMAD
dataset.

Method
SMAD dataset

HTER(%)EER(%) FFR FFR FFR
@FLR=0.001@FLR=0.01@FLR=0.1

MS LBP[15] 30.9 27.13 86.72 81.27 62.61
CT[6] 30.86 40.42 94.03 92.87 81.92

fc CNN[53] 16.93 15.96 80.42 76.75 21.36
LBPTOP[12] 14.41 14.89 57.66 50.08 29.24

IDA[51] 46.31 52.13 100 99.07 88.71
Videolet[45] 20.4* – – – –
DDGL[41] 13.1* 12.30* – – –

Ours 11.7 14.89 55.37 40.17 15.39
1 ”*”: results are provided by the paper[41].
2 ”-”: results are not provided in the original papers [41], [45].

one particular illumination and imagery condition and hence
do not generalize well to databases collected under different
conditions [51], the proposed motion-based method shows
better generalization ability than appearance-based methods
such as DDGL. Note that the proposed method does not
use the preprocessing step of gray scale and illumination
normalization that is adopted in DDGL [41], and this step
can reduce many effects of variations in illumination across
datasets. The proposed method without this preprocessing is
thus affected more severely by the variations in illumination
than the DDGL, which may lead to reduced performance of the
proposed method in some cross-datasets scenarios compared
to the method of DDGL.

TABLE IV: Comparison of the the HTER(%) in cross-dataset
experiments between 3D masks and 2D presentation attacks.

Train Dataset Test Dataset Ours DDGL[41] Videolet[45]

3DMAD
Repaly-Attack 24.4 40.9 49.4

SMAD 29.4 29.9 44.8
CASIA 39.4 42.8 48.1

SMAD
Repaly-Attack 24.3 42.6 50.1

3DMAD 20.8 14.1 28.6
CASIA 40.5 44.6 48.1

Replay-Attack
3DMAD 16.4 21.6 40.0
SMAD 31.7 32.0 50.0
CASIA 35.0 27.4 44.6

CASIA
3DMAD 29.1 30.2 46.4

Repaly-Attack 22.2 22.8 35.4
SMAD 30.8 31.2 48.0

E. Analysis and Discussion

TABLE V: Comparison of different mask attacks in SUP
dataset.

Method
Thatsmyface Mask Thatsmyface Mask+REAL-F

EER(%)HTER(%)AUC(%)EER(%)HTER(%) AUC(%)

MS LBP[15] 3.73 12.72 98.44 21.17 22.81 80.29
Ours 6.89 11.42 98.91 7.33 10.94 96.68

Thatsmyface mask

REAL-F mask

Fig. 9: Samples of two different kinds of 3D masks in the SUP
dataset. Upper image is the Thatsmyface mask, and lower image is
the REAL-F mask.

1) Different masks in SUP dataset: The comparison of
3D masks with two different levels of quality (Thatsmyface
mask and REAL-F mask) in the SUP dataset is given in
this section. Fig. 9 shows that the REAL-F mask has a
highly realistic appearance and that the surface texture is quite
similar to that of real face skin, including wrinkles, freckles,
and visible capillary vessels. In contrast, the Thatsmyface
mask just mimics the structure of the human face, and the
appearance is much coarser than that of real skin.

Two comparison experiments are conducted on only
Thatsmyface masks selected from the SUP dataset and on
the whole SUP dataset containing the two kinds of masks,
respectively. The experimental results shown in Table V
indicate that although the texture-based method Multi-Scale
LBP [15] can obtain a performance comparable to that of the
proposed method on the selected Thatsmyface masks of the
SUP dataset, the performance drops dramatically on the whole
SUP dataset that contains REAL-F masks. This proves that
when facing hyper-real masks with imperceptible differences
in appearance from genuine faces, this hand-crafted texture-
based method is unable to fully capture the subtle texture
differences between the real face and a masked face. By
comparison, the proposed method achieves similarly high
performance in both experiments, which further justifies the
robustness of the proposed method to attacks from different
masks.

2) Distribution of learned channel-discriminability: The
learned channel-discriminability (weights of 256 channels) in
the SUP dataset is shown in Fig. 10(a), and its histogram is
illustrated in Fig. 10(b). Figure 10 shows that our algorithm
can learn different weights for different channels. Based on
the illustration in Fig. 10, here we provide a more intu-
itive interpretation on channel-discriminability. Accordingly,
the average deep texture responses of each channel from
all training samples are calculated. Based on the learned
channel-discriminability, 6 lowest and 6 highest channels are
displayed in Fig. 11. These figures show that the learned
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Channel_179

Real
face

Masked
face

Channel_229 Channel_164 Channel_217Channel_22 Channel_21 Channel_42Channel_121 Channel_130Channel_168Channel_5 Channel_129

(a) Channels with lowest channel-discriminability (b) Channels with highest channel-discriminability 

Fig. 11: Visualizations of some representative channels based on learned channel-discriminability. (a) Learned low channel-discriminability
corresponds to non-informative channels. (b) Learned high channel-discriminability corresponds to informative channels.

(a) Learned channel-discriminability for each channel

(b) Histogram of Learned channel-discriminability

Fig. 10: Distribution of learned channel-discriminability.

high channel-discriminability (channels with high weights)
corresponds to the channels with clear deep texture responses
in most spatial regions, whereas the learned low channel-
discriminability (channels with low weights) corresponds to
the channels with weak deep texture responses in all spatial
regions. As in the aforementioned analysis, informative deep
dynamic textures are more likely to be estimated from stronger
deep texture responses, and these informative features are more
likely to differentiate the subtle differences in facial motion
between live faces and 3D masks. Therefore, these visual-
izations further show that the proposed learning algorithm
can learn the high channel-discriminability for informative

channels and thus truly emphasize the most useful channels
for differentiation of real faces and masked faces.

3) Convergence Analysis: Our method converges to a min-
imum after a limited number of iterations. The example in
Fig. 13 illustrates the convergence of our method on the SUP
dataset, in which the square of `2 norm of the difference
between the optimal values in the current and previous it-
erations are calculated. From Fig. 13, we can empirically
observe that the three optimal variables rarely change after
50 iterations. This suggests that 50 iterations are sufficient to
obtain a reliable solution for our experiments (i.e., the term
MaxIter is set as 50).

4) Model Component Analysis: To further validate the
effectiveness of the joint discriminative learning strategy, ex-
periments are conducted to verify the effectiveness of each
component in the joint learning model.

An experiment is conducted to verify the effectiveness of the
learned channel-specific spatial-discriminability in the clas-
sification process (Ours classification without Wi for short).
Therefore, the classification process in (12) is re-formulated
in this comparative experiment as follows:

l =

K∑
i=1

DifSi
(vi) =

K∑
i=1

Di(S
T
i vi)

where, Si = W0

(13)

where spatial-discriminability Si is composed simply of
channel-shared spatial-discriminability W0, which means we
only exploit the shared discriminative information in spatial
regions among the multiple deep dynamic textures without
considering the specific discriminative information of every
deep dynamic texture in the classification process. Figure
12 and Tables VI-VII show that the proposed classifica-
tion model, which simultaneously considers the channel-
shared and channel-specific spatial-discriminability, outper-
forms the model that considers only the channel-shared spatial-
discriminability in both intra- and cross-dataset settings;
this result shows the importance of channel-specific spatial-
discriminability in face/mask classification.

Another experiment is conducted to verify the effectiveness
of channel-discriminability to suppress the effects of features
from channels with weak discriminability in the classification
process (Ours classification without Di for short). Therefore,
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Fig. 12: ROC curves of component analysis under intra- and cross-dataset setting. Note that Ours classification without Wi indicates the
proposed methods without channel-specific spatial-discriminability Wi in the classification process and that Ours classification without Di
indicates the proposed methods with a fixed channel-discriminability Di in the classification process. Ours train fixed Di indicates the
proposed methods with a fixed channel-discriminability Di in the training process.

TABLE VI: Experimental results of component analysis on 3DMAD and SUP datasets under intra-dataset setting.

Method
3DMAD dataset Supplementary dataset

EER(%)AUC(%) FFR FFR FFR EER(%)AUC(%) FFR FFR FFR
@FLR=0.001@FLR=0.01@FLR=0.1 @FLR=0.001@FLR=0.01@FLR=0.1

Ours classification without Wi 2.69 99.56 38.10 15.97 0 11.00 96.51 29.74 23.83 11.50
Ours classification without Di 0.25 99.99 0.41 0 0 11.39 96.86 27.31 19.65 11.52

Ours train fixed Di 0.27 99.99 0.54 0 0 9.67 97.30 22.10 15.00 9.33
Ours 0 100 0 0 0 7.33 96.68 15.50 14.00 6.50

TABLE VII: Experimental results of component analysis on 3DMAD and SUP datasets under cross-dataset setting.

Method
3DMAD to SUP dataset SUP to 3DMAD dataset

EER(%)AUC(%) FFR FFR FFR EER(%)AUC(%) FFR FFR FFR
@FLR=0.001@FLR=0.01@FLR=0.1 @FLR=0.001@FLR=0.01@FLR=0.1

Ours classification without Wi 25.53 87.28 84.91 65.62 39.25 23.24 84.52 93.15 87.11 57.64
Ours classification without Di 14.97 94.37 58.71 39.25 18.00 14.00 93.69 89.96 79.17 21.52

Ours train fixed Di 16.50 93.48 60.25 44.25 20.00 13.87 93.84 88.83 80.35 20.11
Ours 12.75 95.64 37.35 26.87 13.12 7.60 97.44 70.46 56.43 1.05

the classification process in (12) is re-formulated in this
comparative experiment as follows:

l =

K∑
i=1

DifSi
(vi) =

K∑
i=1

1

K
(STi vi)

where, Si = W0 +
1

K
Wi

(14)

where all channel-discriminability {Di}Ki=1 are set as an equal
constant, such as 1

K , which means that we treat the deep dy-
namic textures of all feature channels equally without consid-
ering the different effects of different channel-discriminability
of deep dynamic textures on the classification process. Figure
12 and Tables VI-VII show that the proposed classification
model associated with the adaptive channel-discriminability
outperforms the model that does not consider the different
effects of different channel-discriminability of deep dynamic
textures. These results verify the necessity of associating the
adaptive channel-discriminability with the whole classification
model.

In addition to verifying the effectiveness of the
learned channel- and spatial-discriminability in the

classification process, we further validate whether more
precise spatial-discriminability could be adaptively learned
under the constraints of channel-discriminability learning
(Ours train fixed Di for short). Therefore, the joint learning
model in (5) is re-formulated in this comparative experiment
as follows:

min
{Wi},W0

K∑
i=1

(
1

K
‖STi Vi − Y ‖2F + β‖KWi‖22) + λ‖W0‖22

s.t.Si = W0 +KWi

(15)

where the channel-discriminability of all deep dynamic tex-
tures are fixed as an equal constant 1

K in the training process
so that spatial-discriminability cannot be adaptively learned
according to the relationship between spatial-discriminability
and channel-discriminability. All other experimental settings
are the same as mentioned above. Figure 12 and Tables VI-VII
show that the proposed model outperforms the model that sets
channel-discriminability as a pre-defined constant during the
model learning process in both intra- and cross-dataset test sce-
narios. This validates the importance to exploit the relationship
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Fig. 13: Illustration of the convergence of our algorithm.

between channel-discriminability and spatial-discriminability
for more precise spatial-discriminability learning.

From all comparative experiments mentioned above, we can
conclude that the removal of any model component would lead
to a degradation in performance under the intra- and cross-
dataset scenarios for the proposed model.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose the use of a deep dynamic texture
to distinguish different subtle facial motion patterns between
real faces and 3D masks. By jointly learning the channel-
discriminability and spatial-discriminability, more discrimina-
tive deep dynamic textures are further emphasized in the joint
discriminative learning model. The excellent experimental re-
sults with the intra-dataset protocol justify the effectiveness of
the proposed method for 3D mask anti-spoofing. Moreover, the
promising performance in the cross-dataset experiments shows
that the proposed method has good generalization ability,
which makes it more applicable in real-world scenarios.
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